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Dear Parent/Carer 

 

In February all S2 pupils will have the chance to personalise learning in S3 by making choices within 

some curricular areas.  Our S3 Curriculum is structured to ensure every pupil follows a broad and 

balanced range of courses whilst providing the opportunity for pupils to begin the process of 

personalisation and specialisation in preparation for the move into the Senior Phase in S4.  This allows 

pupils to study some subjects in more depth during the S1-S3 BGE curriculum while continuing to 

develop the 4 capacities (successful learners, effective contributors, responsible citizens and confident 

individuals) 

 

This is an important time for pupils and we spend time in Personal & Social Education classes and during 

Tutor time helping pupils to understand the choices available and what should be considered as they reach 

decisions. A pupil’s own research,and discussions with their class teachers are also important parts of the 

decision-making process. 

 

Crucially, as parents and carers you have a vital role in discussing personalisation and career aspirations 

with your son or daughter.  This booklet is provided to assist you by giving details of all the courses 

running in the 3rd year. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Graham Hamilton 

Headteacher 

 

Firrhill High School 

9 Oxgangs Road North 

Edinburgh 

EH14 1SP 

Telephone 0131 441 4501 
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Introduction 

 

Firrhill High School is committed to providing learning opportunities of the highest quality. 

 

Firrhill High School has implemented Curriculum for Excellence, including: 

 Improved methods of learning & teaching, including increased use of IT, active and co-operative 

learning. 

 The provision of experiences designed to fully develop pupils’ motivation and potential. 

 Modernisation and improvement of all programmes of study throughout S1-S6. 

 Improved opportunity through the recognition of achievement both within, through the 

development of the S3 profile, and beyond school. 

 Stronger links between schools, the business community and further and higher education. 

 

The purpose of the following pages is to describe briefly the nature of these developments and how they 

can provide greater opportunity for your child. 

 

Subject Choice Is Important 
 
When making choices within curricular areas it is important that pupils consider their strengths, interests 

and the importance of certain subjects to particular careers.  At the end of S3 pupils will make choices 

that lead to qualifications in S4, S5 and S6. 

 

Pupil Support staff in school will supply information and advice.   They have important links with the 

Career Service, Local Business and Industry, Further and Higher Education.   Our Careers Officer, 

Caroline Graham, can also offer individual advice. 

 

Preparing for the world of work 
 

In later years pupils will be given the opportunity to take part in a variety of activities which will prepare 

them for Employment or Further/Higher Education.  These include: - 

 Work Experience, which can begin in S4 for pupils intending to leave in S4, but which can also 

take place in S5 or S6. 

 College links – as pupils progress through the school they can take part in courses run partly 

(exceptionally wholly) at one of the local colleges. 

 Education/Industry links.  In a variety of the courses run from S3 to S6 the following 

education/industry links have been made: - 

o Use of firms to provide visiting speakers 

o Provision of curriculum support materials 

o Working visits to industry 

o Work simulation for students 

o S6 students participate in Young Enterprise Scheme 

o Use of business games 

o Firrhill Business Partnership 

o S5/6 Work Shadowing placement 

 Enterprise in Education – S3 pupils have the opportunity to experience the world of work by 

taking part in a placement in a local business as part of our Business Partnership with local 

organisations. 

 Competitions, challenges, workplace visits and conferences linked to the curriculum. 

 Fieldwork and investigations. 

 Visits by University/College staff. 
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The structure of the Curriculum S1 to S6 
 

Our curriculum, is defined in terms of 8 curricular areas: - 

 

Expressive Arts 

Health & Wellbeing 

Languages (English & Modern) & Literacy 

Mathematics & Numeracy 

Religious & Moral 

Sciences 

Social Studies 

Technologies 

 

Each curricular area is subdivided into experiences and outcomes which are defined at 4 levels, with most 

pupils experiencing levels 1 and 2 during Primary and levels 3 and 4 during S1 to S3. 

 

The curriculum as a whole is designed to ensure that all learners develop the four capacities, which are 

successful learners; effective contributors; responsible citizens and confident individuals. 

 

In the secondary stage the curriculum is divided into two parts: - 

 

S1 to S3: - 

 

Pupils have an entitlement to develop the four capacities through their study of the experiences and 

outcomes in all curriculum areas, at least up to the end of level 3 and with the majority of pupils 

experiencing some or all of the experiences and outcomes at level 4.  Pupils will have structured 

opportunities for interdisciplinary learning and the development of skills for life, work and learning 

across all curriculum areas.  The emphasis will be on a broad general education but there will be 

increasing opportunities for personalisation within and between curricular areas from S2 onwards.  Health 

& wellbeing, literacy, numeracy and information technology are also taught across all curricular areas.   

 

S4 to S6 (The senior phase):  

 

In the senior phase there are 5 learner entitlements: - 

 

1. A coherent curriculum. 

2. The opportunity to obtain qualifications to the highest possible level, as well as continuing to develop 

the 4 capacities. 

3. Opportunities to continue to develop skills (learning/life/work) with a continuing focus on literacy, 

numeracy and health & wellbeing. 

4. Personal support. 

5. Support in moving into positive and sustained destinations beyond school. 
 

There will be more focus on progression, depth and personalisation & choice than on breadth.  Challenge 

& enjoyment, coherence and relevance retain their importance. 
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Structure, personalisation and specialisation in S3 

 

In S1 and S2 all pupils study within the curricular areas (through individual subjects) and there is 

personalisation through choice only within the S2 Enhanced Curriculum.  In S3 pupils will still study 

within all curricular areas but will be able to personalise their learning through choice in some curricular 

areas, as well as being able to choose to specialise in some curricular areas.  The arrangements for this are 

as follows:  

 

 

Learning continues in:  

 Mathematics & Numeracy – pupils will study Maths (3 periods/week) 

 Languages (English) & Literacy – pupils will study English (3 periods/week) 

 Health & Wellbeing – pupils will study this through the core subjects of Physical Education (2 

periods/week) and Personal & Social Education (1 period/week). 

 Religious & Moral – pupils will study RME (1 period/week) 

In total 10 periods per week are compulsory.  Pupils who want to study PE or RME in more depth have a 

chance to choose an extra choice in one or other of these subjects. 

 

Pupils personalise their learning in the following curricular areas (in each case for 3 periods/week):  

 Expressive Arts – pupils will choose one of Art & Design, Drama, Music 

 Languages (Modern) – pupils will choose one of French, German. 

 Sciences – pupils will choose one of Biology, Chemistry, Physics. 

 Social Studies – pupils will choose one of Geography, History, Modern Studies. 

 Technologies – pupils will choose one of Business, Computing, Graphic Communication, 

Design & Manufacture, Engineering, Home Economics. 

 2 further choices will then be made from the subjects in bold above, along with Religion and 

Morality in the Modern World, Sport & Recreation and Sports Studies to allow for 

specialisation in a particular curricular area. 

 Skills options – pupils will choose one from the list of skills options which are described more 

fully later in this booklet. 

 

All of the courses studied are part of the broad general education with content based on the experiences 

and outcomes at level 3 and 4.  However, S3 is also in many ways a “bridge” year, designed to prepare 

pupils for the subjects that they will take qualifications in during the senior phase.  The experiences and 

outcomes in the S3 courses will also cover content and skills which are part of qualifications at National 

3, National 4 and National 5 (see below). 

 

Structure and choice in S4 
 

During S4 pupils will continue to study the compulsory subjects, Maths, English, Physical Education, 

PSE and RME.  They will also choose to continue with up to 5 of the subjects chosen for study during S3.  

These are the subjects in which pupils will take assessments leading to qualifications at the end of S4, S5 

or S6. 
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Qualifications 
 

Qualifications have changed through the implementation of Curriculum for Excellence.   Standard Grade 

and Intermediate have been replaced by National 3, National 4 and National 5 while the content and 

structure of Higher and Advanced Higher are being revised.  A summary of the new qualifications 

structure is: - 

 

New/revised Qualification Replacing 

National 3 Foundation level, Access 3 

National 4 General level, Intermediate 1 

National 5 Credit level, Intermediate 2 

Higher (revised) Higher 

Advanced Higher (revised) Advanced Higher 

 

Pupils who take qualifications at the end of S4 will normally sit these at National 3, 4 or 5.  Assessment is 

internal in National 3 and 4 but includes exams for National 5. 
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Maths and Numeracy 

 
In this curricular area all pupils will study Maths. 

 

Maths 

 

Mathematics is the study of measurement, properties and relationships using numbers and symbols.  

 

It is important in our everyday life. Following a recipe, decorating your room, buying a car or house, 

receiving correct change, understanding bank statements all require maths. Later on in life you could be 

building bridges/motorways, calculating risk for insurance companies or developing new medicines all of 

which use mathematical principles. 

 

Mathematics can help you now and in the future by developing your ability to calculate, reason and to 

solve problems. 

 

What topics will be covered in S3? 

 

You will be continuing with your Curriculum for Excellence course covering the following areas: 

 

Estimation and Rounding 

Number and Number Processes 

Powers and Roots 

Fractions, Decimal Fractions and Percentages 

Money 

Patterns and Relationships 

Expressions and Equations 

Properties of 2D Shapes and 3D Objects 

Data and Analysis 

Ideas of Chance and Uncertainty 

 

Progression in further years: 

 

You can progress from the experiences and outcomes from your course into the new qualifications at 

National 3, National 4 or National 5 level, which can lead to Higher Mathematics and Advanced Higher 

Mathematics. 

 

Mathematics can be applied to a wide range of careers from an accountant, architect, biologist, chemist, 

physicist, computer programmer, engineer, doctor / nurse, electrician, mechanic, plumber or even a pilot. 
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Languages and Literacy 
 
In this curricular area the courses are English, Media, French and German. 

 

English 

 

Communication skills are vital in today’s society.  They can help you talk yourself out of a difficult 

situation, write a convincing, cogent argument and even propose!  The English course will give you the 

chance to develop your communications skills both writing and talking.  You will study a variety of 

novels, plays, poetry and texts, introducing you to both new and familiar worlds. 

 

What will I learn? 

 

The course has three broad areas: 

 

 Talk and Listening – you will have the chance to give solo talks and participate in group 

discussions. 

 Reading – you will study at least two units per year on texts that match your skills. 

 Writing – you will develop skills in writing in a number of styles: discussion essays, poetic, 

dramatic and narration. 

 

Can I move classes? 

  

You will be set in S3 according to your work in S2 and potential in the subject.  Regular monitoring takes 

place in these groups so that students can move if the work is too easy or too demanding. 

 

Homework 

 

Homework is given on a regular basis to reinforce the skills taught in class.  The amount of time spent on 

formal homework will depend on the level your set, varying from half an hour to an hour a week. 

 

Watching documentaries, going to the cinema and theatre, discussing issues and ideas will help you 

progress in this subject.  Reading broadsheet newspapers and quality fiction will also help you gain the 

results that you want. 

 

 

Media 

 

Media is an S3 experiential course that offers pupils the chance to both analyse and create media texts.  

Over the course of the year, pupils will examine representations and stereotypes in soap operas; create a 

brief for their own soap opera; analyse a feature film; create video-based adverts, and finally, create an 

advert in a medium of their choice. 

The course will be of interest to anyone who wishes to gain a deeper understanding of the world of media 

or anyone who wishes to work creatively in unfamiliar contexts. 

Additionally, there is the opportunity for pupils to gain National 4 credit for this course, and any pupil 

who wishes to take National 5 Media in S4 would find this course helpful. 
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S3 French and German 

 
Pupils may continue to study French or German, or both.  They will further develop Reading, Listening, 

Talking and Writing skills as they broaden horizons by exploring the language and associated cultures.  

Pupils will develop skills that they can use and enjoy in work and leisure throughout their life.   

 

Opportunities for study and employment are no longer confined to our country of origin and more and 

more people are working in different countries.  Learning a language may open the door to different 

opportunities such as promotion, working abroad, more foreign travel etc.  It may be that at some point in 

the future an individual will have to learn a new language and will be able to transfer the skills and 

techniques learned through learning a foreign language in school. 

 

Course outline 

The course will offer pupils the opportunity to build on the skills and knowledge gained in S1-S2.  Topics 

covered include family and friends, lifestyles, global languages, citizenship, planning a trip. 

 

Homework 

There will be regular, written exercises to do at home as well as revision and consolidation of classwork. 

 

Progression 

 National 3, 4 or 5 

 

 

Beginners German 

 
Beginners German is open to pupils who studied German as an experience in S2, rather than on a weekly 

basis.  Pupils will develop skills in Reading, Listening, Talking and Writing with an emphasis on learning 

about Germany, German speaking countries and their cultures.  Pupils will develop skills that they can 

use and enjoy in work and leisure throughout their life. 

 

Course outline 

Topics covered will be meeting and greeting, describing self and family, where you live, house and home, 

countries and nationalities, weather, food and drink, aspects and traditions of Germany and German 

speaking countries, 

 

Progression 

 National 3 or 4 
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Health and Wellbeing 

 
In this curricular area all pupils will study PE (2 periods per week) and PSE (0.5 period per week).   

Pupils may also opt for one of the sport options in Block 4 which are described below. 

Some pupils will be invited to join the Vocational Education programme which is described in the section 

on PSE below.  If you would like your child to be involved in this programme please contact your child’s 

guidance teacher. 

 

Physical Education 

 

All pupils will participate in 2 lessons of Physical Education each week.  Over the course of S3 pupils 

will be given the opportunity to develop their ability within a wide variety of activities.  Pupils will be 

provided with a platform to build physical competencies, improve aspects of fitness and develop personal 

and interpersonal skills and attributes.  There will be a focus on developing 3 key strands: 

 

 Movement skills, competencies and concepts 

 Cooperation and competition 

 Evaluating and appreciating 

 

There will also be an introduction into an accreditation route for all pupils which can lead to 

qualifications in S4 in one of 3 areas 

 

1.  Level 3 and 4 Physical Education in preparation for National 3, 4 or 5 PE in S4 

2.  Sports Leadership 

3.  Performance units 

 

Pupils will have the option to complete an accreditation route in S4.  

 

Pupils will be given the opportunity to select a pathway of 6 different activities that they will participate 

in over the course of the year.  The course will be mainly practical in nature although there will be a 

requirement to complete some theoretical work over the course of the year.   

 

Pupils who select pathway 4 will have the opportunity to gain an SQA National Progression Award in 

dance at level 4.  This will enable them to progress on to study National 5/Higher Dance in the senior 

phase if they wish. 

 
 

 

 

Block 1 

 

Block 2 

 

Block 3 

 

Block 4 

 

Block 5 

 

Block 6 

 

Pathway 1 

 

 

Badminton 

 

HWB 

 

Netball 

 

Step/Aerobics 

 

Basketball or 

Gymnastics 

 

Hockey 

 

Pathway 2 

 

 

Softball 

 

Basketball 

 

Fitness/HWB 

 

Badminton 

 

Hockey 

 

Table 

Tennis 

 

 

Pathway 3 

 

 

Fitness/ 

HWB 

 

Basketball 

 

Football 

 

Rugby 

 

Table Tennis 

 

Softball 

Pathway 4 

(NPA in 

Dance  – 

Level 4) 

 

Softball 

 

Dance – Hip 

Hop 

 

Dance – Jazz 

 

Dance – 

Contemporary 

 

Dance - 

Choreography 

 

Hockey 
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Sport and Recreation: Skills for Work Course. 

 

This is a skills for work course which will be offered at National 4 level in S4.  Pupils wishing to follow 

this course in S4 must select the S3 introductory course.  

 

The Sport and Recreation course is mainly a practical course assessed at pass or fail level through internal 

NABS.  The course covers the following modules: 

 

 Skills for Employment  

 Assist with Activity Sessions  

 Dealing with Facilities and Equipment  

 Dealing with Accidents and Emergencies  

 Personal Fitness 

 

These are covered through a variety of activities including:  softball, football, basketball, fitness, 

volleyball, table tennis and badminton.  Pupils will be required to undertake a week’s work experience 

within the sport and leisure setting in S4.  The aim of the course is to give pupils a practical insight into 

Sport and Recreation employment opportunities.  It also helps to develop a wide range of transferable 

skills such as leadership, planning and organisational skills.   

 

This course is suitable for pupils who have an interest in sport and recreation but find the academic side 

of school quite challenging.  It gives these pupils a pathway to success within the Physical Education 

department. 

 

Sports Studies 

 

This is an additional opportunity to study an introductory course in order to progress onto National 5 

physical education in S4.  Pupils will be given more time to increase their level of knowledge and have 

the opportunity to select an additional course in physical education. 

 

This course is made up of 2 units: 

 

a) Practical Performance Unit 

b) Factors Impacting on Performance 

 

The main purpose of the Course is to develop, demonstrate and improve practical and performance skills 

in physical activities. The Course also provides an opportunity to support the way that individual 

attitudes, values and behaviors are formed. By engaging in practical activities pupils can demonstrate 

initiative, decision-making and problem solving. Pupils will also have the opportunity to develop team-

building skills and enhance their ability to compete, co-operate and collaborate.   

  

The Course aims to enable pupils to:   

  

 Develop and demonstrate understanding of the principles and factors underpinning and impacting on 

physical performance  

 Explain factors which impact positively and negatively on sports participation 

 Develop the ability and knowledge to improve performance   

 Examine and analyse performance to assist personal improvement 

 

This Course is suitable for all pupils who have an interest in and enthusiasm for developing their physical 

and performance skills, either to pursue study and career options related to physical education or to 

broaden their learning experience. Pupils can continue their study in S4-6 with National 5/ Higher 

Physical Education. 
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Some possible career routes from courses offered within the Physical Education department are: 

 

Physiotherapist  Sports Scientist  Health Promotion Officer  

PE Teacher   Dance Teacher  Active Schools Coordinator  

Professional Athlete Sports Journalist   Sports Development Officer 

Sports Coach  Personal Trainer  Outdoor Adventure Leader 

Nutritionist   Gym Instructor  Leisure Centre Manager 

Lifeguard   Referee   College/University Lecturer  

Sports Psychologist 
 

 

Personal and Social Education 

 

Personal and Social Education (PSE) is a fundamental aspect of the education of the whole child. It is 

essentially concerned with the development of life skills. All aspects of a child’s experience at home, in 

school and out with school contribute to personal and social development. 

 

Personal and Social Education aims to assist the individual to develop qualities of self-esteem, respect, 

and care for others, positive attitudes, a commitment to learning for life, a sense of belonging to society 

and confidence in coping with life in a changing world.  

 

The key elements of PSE are as follows: 

 Task management skills - including planning, organising and completing tasks. 

 Interpersonal and group skills, including relationships and expectations. 

 Self awareness, self reliance and self confidence, including rights and responsibilities. 

 Evaluating skills, including reviewing, concluding and target-setting. 

 The acquisition and application of appropriate knowledge and understanding. 

 Development of a sense of identity related to self, school and community. 

 Development of an understanding and commitment to the school values. 

 

In S3, pupils will develop these key elements through the study of: 

 Sexual Health and Relationships Education (SHARE Programme).  

 Parenting 

 Emergency Life Support (Heartstart Programme). 

 Emotional Health and Resilience 

 Keeping Myself Safe 

 Drugs Education 

 Study Skills 
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Vocational Education (selected pupils only) 

 

Each year the following course is offered to a limited number of pupils, with the pupils selected by 

Support for Pupils staff. 

 

The S3 Vocational Education course is focused on the strengthening of core skills and experiential 

learning. 

 

These skills are valued extremely highly by employers and institutions of further and higher education, 

and help prepare students for the S4 Work Experience placement, College visits and to make the most of 

further employment and training. In addition, the skills underpin more successful attainment in other 

subject areas.  

 

The course is based around a 12 week Forest School project, based in The Pentland Hills, where pupils 

carry out Conservation tasks and learn Outdoor education skills such as map reading, hiking, safe tool use 

and fire / cooking skills.  

 

Due to the vocational aspect of the course and staffing / pupil ratios, a limited number of spaces will be 

available. Your child’s Pupil Support Leader (Guidance) teacher will be happy to discuss your child’s 

suitability for Vocational Education with you. 
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S3 Religious, Moral and Philosophical Studies. 
 

The purpose of this Course is to develop knowledge and understanding of religious, moral and 

philosophical issues that affect the world today. Religious and non-religious perspectives will be 

included. The Course will help learners develop an understanding of religious, moral and philosophical 

issues of relevance in the world today. Learners will develop skills which are transferable to other areas 

of study and which they will use in everyday life. 

 

Course Detail 

There are 3 sections to the course and a Personal Project. 

 

1. World Religion: The general aim of this Unit is to develop detailed factual and abstract 

knowledge and understand the impact and significance of religion today, through studying some 

key beliefs, practices and sources found within a major religions. 

The choice of religion is taken from: Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism and 

Sikhism.  

2. Morality and Belief.   

The general aim of this Unit is to express reasoned views about contemporary moral questions and 

responses. Learners will develop detailed factual and theoretical knowledge and understanding of 

contemporary moral questions and religious and non-religious responses.  

We will explore ethical stances such as Egoism. 

The choice of issues included in this section are: 
Religion and Justice, Religion and Relationships, Religion Environment and Global Issues, 

Religion, Medicine and the Human Body and Religion and Conflict. 

3. Religious and Philosophical questions. 

The general aim of this unit is to analyse religious and philosophical questions and responses. 

The choice of topics include are: The origins of life. The Existence of God. The problem of 

suffering and evil. Miracles. 

 

Personal Project: This unit is a research-based project. You have to research a topic or issue 

related to the Course, that you are interested in and present a finished product that shows that 

you have researched and developed your knowledge and understanding within your chosen area 

of study. 
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Expressive Arts 

 
In this curricular area the courses are Art and Design, Drama, Music  

 
 

Art & Design 

 

The S3 Course has an integrated approach to learning, and includes a mix of practical learning and 

knowledge and understanding of art and design practice. 

In the Course learners will draw upon their understanding of the main factors influencing artists’ and 

designers’ work and practice. Learners will experiment with and use a range of art and design materials, 

techniques and/or technology to develop their own creative art and design work. Learners will use 

problem solving skills and self-reflect on their creative choices and decisions when developing their 

creative ideas. 

 

The S3 course is split into Expressive and Design Activities, with integrated studies of artists and 

designers.  

 

Expressive Activity: 

This activity helps learners to develop their personal thoughts and ideas in visual form. Learners will 

develop critical understanding of artists’ working practices and the social and cultural influences affecting 

their work. They will select stimuli and produce analytical drawings and studies. They will develop and 

refine their expressive ideas and artwork, experimenting with and using a range of materials, techniques 

and/or technology in 2D and/or 3D formats when responding to stimuli. 

 

Design Activity:  
In this activity learners will plan, research and develop creative design work in response to a design brief. 

They will develop their creativity, problem solving and critical thinking skills as they consider design 

opportunities, and work to resolve design issues and constraints. Learners will develop critical 

understanding of designers’ working practices and the main social and cultural influences affecting their 

work. They will experiment with, develop and refine their design ideas, using a range of materials, 

techniques and/or technology in 2D and/or 3D formats. 

Homework: 

Students will be expected to regularly carry out research and complete written work at home. Students are 

encouraged to work in the art dept at lunchtimes and after school. 

Course Assessment: 

Students are continually assessed in the S3 course using the Curriculum for Excellence levels and are 

encouraged to be reflective, identifying strengths in their own work and that of others. There are no 

formal examinations. 

 

 

Drama 

 

The Course uses an integrated approach to learning which develops practical skills as well as knowledge 

and understanding of drama. As learners develop their creating skills, they will also learn how to use a 

range of drama skills. They will experiment with presenting through portrayal of character and by using a 

range of production skills. 

Through creating and presenting drama, evaluation skills will also be developed as learners evaluate their 

own skills and progress, and that of other learners. Learners will also consider cultural values, identities 

and ideas which influence drama. 
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The Course structure is as follows: 

 

Drama Skills: 

Learners will explore and develop a range of drama skills and ways of communicating thoughts and ideas 

to an audience. They will develop a range of skills as an actor. They will learn how to respond to stimuli, 

including text. They will also learn how to develop portrayal of character in a range of ways and develop 

knowledge and understanding of form, structure, genre and style when creating and presenting drama. 

Learners will develop knowledge and understanding of social and cultural influences on drama. They will 

also learn how to evaluate their own progress and that of other learners. 

 

Drama: Production Skills: 

Learners will develop a range of production skills. They will use these skills to enhance drama when 

presenting. Learners will use problem-solving skills in order to generate ideas for presenting drama. 

Homework: 

Students will be asked to participate in home study activities which may include written tasks, research, 

learning lines and theatre visits. 

Course Assessment: 

Students are continually assessed in the S3 course using the Curriculum for Excellence levels and are 

encouraged to be reflective, identifying strengths in their own work and that of others. There are no 

formal examinations. 

 

 

Music 

 

The Course has an integrated approach to learning and includes a mixture of practical learning and 

understanding of music. In the Course, learners will draw upon their understanding of music styles and 

concepts as they experiment with using these in creative ways when performing and creating music. 

The course is structured as follows:  

Music: Performing Skills  

Learners will develop performing skills on two selected instruments, or on one selected instrument and 

voice. They will perform level-specific music with sufficient accuracy and will maintain the musical 

flow. Learners will, through regular practice and self- reflection, develop technical and musical 

performing skills. 

Music: Composing Skills  

Learners will experiment with, and use a range of compositional methods and music concepts to realise 

their intentions when creating original music. Learners will self-reflect on the impact and effectiveness of 

their creative choices and decisions and develop understanding of how composers create music in 

different ways and the things that influence their work. 

Understanding Music  

Through listening, learners will develop knowledge and understanding of a variety of level-specific music 

concepts, and music literacy. They will identify and recognise specific music styles and concepts, and 

music signs and symbols used in music notation. 

 

Homework: 

Students are expected to do 30 minutes listening revision each week as homework. This should be 

revising concepts taught in class. Instrumental practise is essential, and students should aim for 20 – 30 

minutes 5 times a week on each instrument. 

Course Assessment: 

Students are continually assessed in the S3 course using the Curriculum for Excellence levels and are 

encouraged to be reflective, identifying strengths in their own work and that of others. There are no 

formal examinations. 
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Sciences 

 
In this curricular area the courses are Biology, Chemistry and Physics 

 

Biology 

 

What is Biology? 

 

Biology is the study of the living world around us. Biology aims to find explanations and answer many 

questions in the world today. Biology explores the world of living things through the study of animals, 

plants and microbes. The use of genetic modification to produce new plants and drugs, devising fertility 

treatments, curing genetic diseases and developing new sources of food are all important reasons for 

studying Biology. We need to better understand the impact of humans on the living world.   

The Biology course will develop knowledge and understanding of biological issues and aims to build 

learners’ interest and enthusiasm for the subject.  

 

Progression 

 

The Biology course builds on prior learning from S1 and S2.   After completing the S3 Biology course 

pupils will be able to progress to a qualification at National 3, National 4 or National 5 in S4.     

Progression is available for pupils to continue their study of Biology in S5.    

 

What will I learn? 

 

All courses involve the study of 3 main areas – Cell Biology, Multicellular Organisms and Life on Earth. 

 

Cell Biology -Students will learn about the structure of cells and important processes that take place. The 

importance of DNA, proteins and biotechnology will be studied alongside the importance of cells. 

 

Multicellular organisms - Students will investigate systems in organisms through biological processes 

including defence mechanisms and reproduction. Learners will also consider ethical and topical issues 

within this unit. 

   
Life on Earth - In this unit students will investigate ecosystems and biodiversity. Through investigating 

interdependence students will learn about adaptations for survival alongside factors that affect population 

growth. Biodiversity and animal behaviour along with energy and nutrient cycles will also be a focus in 

this unit. There will also be consideration of ethical, topical and environmental issues.  

 

How will I learn? 

 

The course will use a variety of approaches to develop knowledge and understanding alongside 

development of important scientific skills. Investigations, active learning, teamwork and IT skills will be 

further developed in learners. Numeracy and literacy skills are also developed alongside knowledge of 

health and wellbeing. 

 

The coursework includes 

 Building knowledge and understanding 

 Taking part in practical work  

 Investigations 

 Opportunities to present ideas using IT and multimedia. 
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Chemistry 

 

What is Chemistry? 

 

Chemistry is finding out about the world around us by experimenting. Chemists devise experiments to see 

how different chemicals interact. They carefully record what they have learned and try to put the 

information to good use. 

Studying Chemistry gives you a wide range of skills which are highly sought after by employers. 

Chemists are excellent problem solvers and investigators. They have strong communication and 

numerical skills and a broad scientific knowledge which helps in scientific, engineering and many other 

careers. 

If you are curious about the world around you then chemistry is the subject for you! 

 

Progression 

The Chemistry course builds on prior learning from S1 and S2.   After completing the S3 Chemistry 

course pupils will be able to progress to a qualification at National 3, National 4 or National 5 in S4.     

Progression is available for pupils to continue their study of Chemistry in S5.    

 

What will I learn? 

The majority of Pupils will follow a course involving the following units: 

 

Chemical Changes and Structure- Students will find out about basic atomic structure: what atoms are 

made of and why they react. They will find out about different chemical reactions involving acids and 

alkalis. The importance of acids in food and drink, and their impact on health will be studied. 

 

Nature’s Chemistry- Students will study how chemistry relates to our everyday energy needs on both an 

individual level (food and drink) as well as society as a whole. How chemistry can be used to tackle large 

scale environmental issues is an integral part of this unit. 

   

Chemistry in Society- This unit will focus on the earth’s limited resources, including the use of metals 

and new materials. Environmental and economic issues are considered throughout this unit.   

 

How will I Learn? 

 

There are a range of different strategies and activities that will be used throughout the course: too 

numerous to mention them all. The list below includes a flavour of what students will experience 

throughout the course. 

 Practical work by following instructions 

 Investigative work by developing their own experiments 

 Presentations/power points/demonstrations 

 Homework/project work 

 Individualised learning plans 

 Debate and discussion 

 Range of different assessment strategies 
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Physics 

 

What is Physics? 

 

Physics is the study of the laws of nature that govern the behaviour of the universe, from the very smallest 

scales of sub-atomic particles to the very largest in the universe. It applies these laws to the solution of 

practical problems and to the development of new technologies. Physicists engage a broad range of skills 

to undertake this work. A physicist might be a theorist puzzling over fundamental laws, a numerical 

modeller developing sophisticated computer algorithms to calculate how systems behave, an 

experimentalist developing new techniques to measure properties of nature or an engineer combining 

those theories and techniques into new technologies. 

 

Progression 

The Physics course builds on prior learning from S1 and S2.   After completing the S3 Physics course 

pupils will be able to progress to a qualification at National 3, National 4 or National 5 in S4.     

Progression is available for pupils to continue their study of Physics in S5.    

What will I Learn? 

Pupils will follow a course that will cover a broad range of Physics topics at an appropriate level. The 

course will consist of the following 4 units of work. 

 

Electricity  

 What current, voltage and resistance are 

 How electrical appliances work 

 

Forces 

 Measuring speed and acceleration 

 Newton’s Laws 

 Car design and safety 

 

Waves 
All about sound. 

 Measuring the pitch and volume of sound 

 Ultrasound 

 Wave calculations 

 

Energy 

 Types of energy 

 Practical Applications 

 Conservation of Energy 

 

How will I Learn? 

 

You will learn using 

 A range of experiments involving a variety of equipment. 

 A virtual Learning Environment (e.g. Glow) to access homework notes and other on line resources. 

 Through individual tasks and through paired and group collaboration. 

 Computer simulations, animations and games. 
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Social Studies 
 
In this curricular area the courses are Geography, History and Modern Studies. 

 

Geography 

 

Why study geography? 

 

Geography helps you make sense of the world. It even helps you understand some of the other subjects 

that you are studying too. 

 

Geography starts with you and extends to the furthest parts of the earth. Geography takes you to places 

and helps you to understand them and how they are connected. It promotes awareness of environmental 

issues, sustainability and global citizenship. 

 

Geography is current and topical. Where else would you expect to discuss the impact of a changing 

climate, the problems of living in a favela in Brazil, flooding in Bangladesh, the importance of choosing 

what to buy in a supermarket and planning a new ski run in the Cairngorms? 

 

Geography makes use of the latest technology. GIS (Geographical Information Systems), Google Earth 

and other mapping tools, combined with digital video and images brings the world into the classroom. 

 

Geography provides you with opportunities for practical activities, including fieldwork, so that you can 

interact with your environment. 

 

What topics are covered in the course? 

 

 Edinburgh – create a virtual tour of Edinburgh using Google Earth 

 Brazil – contrast the Amazon rainforest with the urbanised South-East 

 Rives – investigate how we make use of our river systems 

 Food: Local and Global – visit an organic, dairy farm 

 The Arctic – find out how people have adapted to live in the frozen north 

 

What are the opportunities for progress? 

 

Geography provides progression routes through the new qualifications, National 4 and National 5, which 

lead to Higher and Advanced Higher. 

 

Geographers end up in a wide variety of careers, such as: 

 

Census data specialist  Coastal software designer Cycle route consultant 

Diplomat   Environmental consultant Foreign Correspondent 

Geologist   Hydrographic surveyor International aid worker 

Journalist   Land surveyor   Marketing executive  

Merchant banker   Retail location analyst  Town planner  

Travel agent   TV researcher   Weather forecaster    
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History 

 

Why study History? 

History helps you understand both your past and present.  As well as learning about people in the past, 

History gives you invaluable skills that you can use in many other subjects and even once you have left 

school, at university or in work. 

 

 History helps you discover how your world developed and how the modern world works. 

 History teaches you how to think, process information, ask questions and express your own 

opinions. 

 History helps you understand the origins of modern political and social problems. 

 History helps you understand how and why people behaved as they did, whether they were 

soldiers in World War One, Adolf Hitler or suffragettes who campaigned to win the vote for 

women. 

 History provides you with opportunities for practical activities, including fieldwork, and 

researching your local historic environment. 

 History provides you with the skills employers are looking for. 

What topics are covered in the course? 

We will investigate some of the ideas that are developed at National 4 and National 5 to ensure you are 

well prepared and are developing relevant skills prior to starting your national examination courses. 

 

 Scotland and the Era of the Great War, 1910-1928: 

Experience of Scots on the Western Front, including case studies of McCrae’s Battalion, the 

Battle of Loos and the Battle of the Somme. 

Domestic impact of war on Scottish society and culture; industry and economy; politics. 

 Germany at the end of WW1. 

 

This will allow you to extend your skills and knowledge whilst also preparing you for progression into S4 

courses at National 4 and 5. 

 

What are the opportunities for progress? 

S3 History provides progression routes through National 4 and National 5 qualifications, which in turn 

can lead to Higher and Advanced Higher qualifications. 

 

Historians progress to a wide variety of careers, such as: 

Archaeologist Teacher Insurance and Risk  Architecture 

Archivist Tour guide Intelligence work  Local government 

Historical researcher Architecture Law Heritage/Site 

Management 

Museum work Civil Service Library & Information Work Town Planning 

Publishing Journalism Social Work Politics 
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Modern Studies 

 

Why study Modern Studies? 

Modern Studies helps you to understand important issues in Scotland and around the world today. This 

subject will challenge you to form your own opinion about the modern world and engage in informed 

debate with others. You will develop your understanding of social, political and economic life. You will 

also learn skills such as drawing conclusions, evaluating sources, identifying bias and decision-making. 

These skills will help you in other subjects, college, university and work by allowing you to make 

informed decisions and investigate research methods.  

 

 Modern Studies teaches you about the views of political parties, their purpose, how laws are made 

and how you can use your democratic rights in the future. 

 Modern Studies helps you to identify the causes, impacts and attempts to stop crime. 

 Modern Studies allows you to compare social, political and economic life in Scotland to those in 

other countries. 

 Modern Studies helps you to interpret source information and form your own opinions.  

 Modern Studies allows you to develop informed opinions that you can use in debate in the future. 

 

What topics are covered in the course? 

The 3rd year Modern Studies course will focus on the U.S.A. as a world power. The following topics will 

be covered:  

 The U.S.A.’s role as a superpower. 

 The causes and impacts of social issues such as crime, health, education and poverty. 

 The successes and failures of Government attempts to eradicate inequality. 

 The role of the President, Supreme Court, Congress, media and American people in shaping 

political decisions.  

 The rights and responsibilities of American people.  

 

What are the opportunities for progress? 

The S3 course will allow you to extend your skills and knowledge whilst preparing you for progression 

into courses at National 4 and 5, Higher and Advanced Higher level. 

 

Those who study Modern Studies end up in a wide variety of careers such as: 

 

Charity worker International aid worker Journalist or Reporter      Judge or Sheriff 

 

Lawyer  Local Councillor    Member of Parliament  Police Officer   

 

Political Researcher  Publishing     Social Worker   Teacher  
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Technologies 

 
In this curricular area the courses are Business Studies, Computing, Graphic Communication, Design and 

Manufacture, Engineering, Home Economics. 

 

Business Studies 

 

Why Study Business? 

 

Business is an integral part of society – we all rely on businesses and entrepreneurs to create wealth, 

prosperity and jobs.  This course builds on the social studies and technologies outcomes and is designed 

to encourage entrepreneurial attitudes, and develop learners’ understanding of businesses and how they 

operate.   

 

Through taking part in activities relating to enterprise, it provides you with the opportunity to develop a 

range of skills for learning, skills for life and skills for work.  You will also benefit in your personal life 

from the skills and knowledge you gain, for example, increased awareness of financial matters. 

 

Who is this course for? All learners with an interest in business 

 

What topics are covered in the S3 course? 

 

 the role of business 

 what businesses do to remain successful 

 how businesses meet customer needs 
 marketing and advertising 

 how internal and external factors affect business survival and success 

 the importance of financial planning in business 

 IT in business 

 

What are the opportunities for progress? 

 

In S4 you can progress to National 4 or 5 in Business or Economics.   Higher will be offered in S5 and 

Advanced Higher in S6.   

 

Business Studies leads directly to careers in: 

 

Advertising    Customer service  Financial Services 

Management    Reception    Insurance 

Marketing    Business Administration         …and many more 
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Computing 

 

The development of Computing over the last few decades has been spectacular in speed and scope.  

Computing provides us with many increasingly powerful hardware and software tools.  Our society 

requires more and more individuals who have the skills to use those tools, who understand how they work 

and who have the ability to develop new and improved tools. 
 

Computing is not only about learning to use current hardware and software.  It is designed to provide 

candidates with both the necessary knowledge and understanding and the practical problem solving skills 

to enable them to be the ICT tool designers of the future. 

 

What topics are covered in the S3 course? 

 

Some of the main areas covered include: 

 Computational Thinking 

 Basic programming 

 Computer graphics 

 Multimedia 

 Web design and HTML 

 

Career Choices and Further Study 

Computers are used in business, industry, the media, engineering, science and the arts so qualifications in 

Computing can lead to a wide range of exciting careers.   In S4 you can progress onto courses at National 

3, 4 or 5.   In S5/6 you can progress onto National 5 or Higher Computing. 

 

Homework 

Homework is given on a regular basis to reinforce and support the theoretical aspects of the course as 

appropriate. 

 

 

Design & Technology 
 

Building on the foundations of Broad General Education in S1&2, Design & Technology in S3 begins to 

specialise and prepare our students for the demands of National Qualifications. With that said, two course 

choices we’ll be on offer in our curricular area: Graphic Communication and Design & Manufacture. 

 

1. Graphic Communication 

The course is structured to build student confidence in their interpretation of 2D and 3D graphic 

presentation. From Computer Aided Design (Inventor) to manual graphics (freehand & drawing boards), 

candidates experience elements that will prepare them for progression pathways in: 
 

Animation 

Architecture     

Cartography   

Engineering  

Game Design     

Graphic Design  

Surveying   
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2. Design & Manufacture 

The course is designed to unearth student confidence in communicating their ideas to manufacture 

effective products. From sketching to rendering; from modelling to practical craft; pupils will grow 

appreciate the skill-set and mind-set needed for careers in: 

 

Architecture  

Furniture Design   

Game Design    

Interior Design   

Product Design & Engineering   

 

NB - Due to the practical element of D&M, students are asked to contribute approximately £10 towards 

the cost of resources used to manufacture products. 

 

 

Engineering 

 

What is Engineering? 

 

Engineering is the application of mathematics, science, economics, and social and practical knowledge to 

invent, innovate, design, build, maintain, research, and improve structures, machines, tools, systems, 

components, materials, processes, solutions, and organizations. Put simply, engineering uses science to 

solve real world problems and to make useful things. Engineers are responsible for everything from 

bridges and roads, to water systems, to the electronics in your phone. There are many different types of 

engineers. This course focuses on seven main areas of engineering, namely Environmental, Civil, 

Structural, Mechanical, Chemical, Electrical, and Electronic.  

 

Progression 

The Engineering course builds on prior learning from S1 and S2.   After completing the S3 Engineering 

course pupils will be able to progress to a qualification at National 4 or National 5 in S4. Progression is 

available for pupils to continue their study of Engineering in S5.    

What will I Learn? 

Pupils will follow a course that will cover a broad range of Engineering topics at an appropriate level. The 

course will consist of the following 4 units of work. 

 

Introduction to Engineering 

 Engineering ropes and disciplines 

 The systems approach 

 

Analogue Electronics 

 Circuits 

 Voltage, Current and Resistance 

 Transistors and Amplifiers 

 

Drive Systems and Energy 

 Energy Calculations 

 Energy Audits and Efficiency 

 Drive Systems - Gears 

 

Structures and Materials 

 Structures and Forces 

 Materials 
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How will I Learn? 

 

You will learn using 

 Use of hands on practical solutions and computer simulations and programs to solve real world 

problems. 

 Visits to engineering firms and other sites of interest, such as the Forth Bridges and Falkirk Wheel. 

 A virtual Learning Environment (e.g. Glow) to access homework notes and other on line resources. 

 Through individual tasks and through paired and group collaboration. 

 

 

 

 

Food & Consumer Technology 

 

Course content: 

The course will offer the pupils the opportunity to build on their skills and knowledge from the Health 

and Wellbeing and Technologies experiences and outcomes covered in S2 Food & Consumer Technology 

Main areas covered will be: 

 Practical Food Skills 

 Current Dietary Advice and Nutrition 

 Food Safety 

 Consumer Choice 

 Individual Needs 

 

The course will involve an emphasis on practical activities where knowledge from theory lessons will be 

applied to real life situations. 

 

Progression Pathways: 

In the Senior Phase pupils can choose from the following list of courses: 

 Health and Food Technology – National 4/National 5/Higher 

 Practical Hospitality – National 4/National 5 

 Practical Cake Baking and Finishing – National 5 

 Practical Fashion and Textile Technologies – National 4/National 5 

 Skills for Work: Early Education and Childcare – National 4/National 5 

 Skills for Work: Food & Drink Manufacture N5 

 

Please note due to the level of practical involved in the S3 Food & Consumer Technology course, 

parents/carers and asked for a contribution towards to cost of foodstuffs, fabric and containers – an initial 

payment will be required prior to the course starting. 
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Skills options 
 

The courses described in this section are designed to ensure that pupils have the opportunity to build on 

employability skills and Pupils: - 

 

 Are ambitious and better prepared for the world of work 

 Experience progressive learning that connects more directly to employment, in which creativity, 

entrepreneurship and innovation are increasingly embedded 

 Are supported to develop an international mind-set, equipped for rapidly changing and increasingly 

globalised world 

 Understand the importance of key skills to future lives. 

 

The career management skills framework includes employability, communication, problem solving, 

working with others and self-awareness skills and these are covered to some extent in each of these 

courses. 

 

On the course sheet each pupil should circle two of these options, writing a 1 beside his/her first choice 

and a 2 beside his/her second choice.  Which one he/she is allocated will depend on staffing/timetabling 

constraints and course viability.  These courses will run for 1 period per week throughout S3. 

 

Dance 

 

The opportunity to develop skills across a range of dance genres such as jazz, contemporary and hip hop.  

There may also be an opportunity to gain an NPA in Dance dependent on what happens with the S3 

choice in CFE PE. 

 

Enterprise in the Technologies 

 

Food and Consumer Technology, Design and Technology, Business Studies and Computing Science will 

jointly deliver a course which will focus on an enterprising activity. 

 

Skills delivered in S1 Food and Consumer Technology and Design Technology and in S2 Computing 

Science, Food and Consumer Technology and Design and Technology will be developed with a new 

range of skills being introduced. 

 

Fashion 

 

This course is delivered in the Art & Design dept, with a focus on creative use of materials and practical 

activities. Pupils will design, make and evaluate an item of clothing or headwear, culminating in a fashion 

show where the items designed will be modelled. 

 

Skills delivered in S1 and S2 Art and Design and Food & Consumer Technology will be developed, with 

a new range of skills being introduced. 

Skills will include: - 

 

Machine and hand sewing and embellishing, paper mache, wire construction, ramie fibre, felt making, 

silicone printing, batik, silk painting, construction from recycled materials 

 

Progression Pathways: 

The skills pupils will gain will enhance their ability to take the following courses in the Senior Phase: - 

 

 Practical Fashion and Textile Technologies – National 4/National 5 

 Art and Design – National 4/National 5 
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Hairdressing 

 

Develop skills in styling and dressing hair for performances such as fashion shows and dance shows and 

special occasions such as ceilidhs and proms.  

Learn how to make hair ornaments from wire, beads, crystals, feathers etc to compliment the hairstyles. 
 

Students will have the opportunity to apply their skills in real performances. 

 

Progression Pathways: 

The skills pupils will gain will enhance their ability to take the following course in the Senior Phase: - 
 

 Skills for Work Hairdressing – National 4/National 5 

 

Languages for Life and Work 

 

Languages for life and work is an interdisciplinary course that combines Modern Languages with 

Business Studies.  It is a Skills for Work course, which combines language learning with the practical 

skills needed to prepare and apply for employment. 

 

Languages for Life and Work also introduces pupils to real-life employment situations in which 

languages are an important skill.  It gives them the opportunity to experience languages in use in the 

workplace, and will allow them to see the wide range of jobs available. It may be possible to study 

different units in different languages. 

 

Topics include: - 

 

 The language of business 

 CV writing, interviews, customer service and IT skills 

 Investigating an international business 

 The importance of languages in your career choice. 

 

What are the opportunities for progression? 

National 4 or National 5 in the relevant Modern Language. 

Manufacturing Skills: 

 

Manufacturing skills will be developed in the workshop by using hand and machine tools. This course 

will consolidate their practical skills gained in S1 and S2 and develop a range of new skills.  

Pupils will make real world products and small pieces of furniture. 

 

Progression Pathways: 

In S4/5/6 pupils can progress to N4/5 Practical Woodworking Skills. 
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Outdoor Learning 
 

As well as the option of doing a Duke of Edinburgh Bronze award there will be other, more supported 

options for some pupils.  It is important to remember that undertaking the Duke of Edinburgh Award 

involves a serious commitment to activities outside the normal school day, which must be organised by 

the pupil with the support of his/her parent.  Volunteering, Physical and Skills (see below) are not 

covered during the time in school.  Pupils should only opt for the Duke of Edinburgh Award if they 

understand this commitment.  There is also a financial commitment (see below). 

 

Doing a Duke of Edinburgh award is a real adventure from beginning to end – it doesn’t matter who you 

are or where you’re from.  During S3 you complete your bronze award.  The award has four sections: - 

 

 Volunteering – This is a chance to make a real difference by helping someone, your community, the 

environment or an organisation. Past activities have included working with The Green Team in the 

Pentlands. 

 Physical – You can choose any sport, dance or fitness activity to get fitter, keep fit and get better at it! 

Past activities have ranged from fencing to skiing. 

 Skills – Is there something you’ve always wanted to try, or do you want to get better at your favourite 

hobby? Play the guitar or learn to paint, go karting or make honey. 

 Expedition – Highs, lows, great laughs, amazing memories – you’ll experience it all as you plan, train 

for and complete an adventurous journey in the hills of Scotland. At Bronze level a two days, one 

night expedition of six hours per day at least three of which must be spent journeying.  

 

The best bit is, because you get to choose what you do, your programme can be full of activities and 

projects that get you buzzing with anticipation. Along the way you’ll pick up experiences, friends and 

talents that will stay with you for the rest of your life. 

 

Successful completion of a Bronze award gives you a great foundation to progress to Silver and Gold 

awards in years to come. 

 

Pupils interested in the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Scheme should note that it is also available through a 

number of other organisations/activities, including Scouts, Guides, Boy’s Brigade and Cadets. 

 

Please note that there is a cost involved in this course.  It will include £21 for the logbook as well as 

transport/food for the practice and final expeditions and some other activities.  This cost should not 

prevent participation – instalments can be negotiated and families facing financial difficulty can get 

assistance from the school or from the Duke of Edinburgh organisation itself.  If you would like to 

discuss the cost then please contact your child’s guidance teacher or Mr McClellan in the first instance. 

 

More information on the award can be found at www.dofe.org 

 

http://www.dofe.org/
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PC Passport 

 

This course is suitable for students who intend to take up employment after leaving school rather than 

enrolling in Higher Education. The course will cover elements of the PC Passport NPA and other 

practical office skills. 

 

The aim of the course is to provide knowledge and skills in using contemporary application packages 

such as word processing, spreadsheets and presentation software in a collaborative, cloud-based 

environment. It seeks to deliver up-to-date skills in using a range of popular software, such as Office 365, 

to prepare learners for employment or further studies or to improve their productivity skills. 

 

In addition, students will also be prepared for employment by developing their transferable presentation, 

critical thinking, communication, leadership and interpersonal skills. 

 

Photography 

 

Students undertake an introduction to photography by choosing to focus on either: 

 Photographing people 

OR 

 Photographing places 

 

They will learn by: - 

 

 Understanding how to use a digital SLR camera 

 Taking inspiration from the work of leading photographers 

 Identifying and developing a personal theme using subjects of their own choice 

 Planning their own photographic sessions considering style, composition and technical issues 

 Critically evaluating their photographs and identifying how to improve them 

 Presenting a folio of 5 finished photos 

 

Progression Pathways: 

 Students will be in a very good position to undertake the Higher photography course in S5/6 

 

Science - Crest Award 

The CREST Awards scheme is the British Science Association’s flagship programme for young people, 

providing science enrichment activities to inspire and engage pupils. It is the only nationally recognised 

accreditation scheme for project work in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) 

subjects. 

CREST gives pupils the chance to participate in hands-on science through investigations and enquiry-

based learning. CREST Awards are well regarded, high quality and a tangible recognition of success. 

Pupils will develop and lead a project and will gain experience of the scientific method and ways of 

working. They will need to consider the broader impact of their project and demonstrate an innovative 

approach.  They will produce a project report, poster or portfolio of evidence to present to their CREST 

assessor. 
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Travel and Tourism 

 

Travel and Tourism is a Skills for Work course which, as well as providing you with a greater 

understanding of all the different sectors involved in travel and tourism, will allow you to see the wide 

range of jobs available in this growing industry, and to gain useful employability skills which are relevant 

in a wide range of jobs. 

 

Travel and Tourism encourages investigative work within a local, national and global context.  You may 

have to carry out fieldwork in the centre of Edinburgh or research eco-tourism in the Amazon using the 

internet. 

 

Travel and Tourism will allow you to become knowledgeable about places near and far; understand 

sustainable development; gain an understanding of business practices, develop skills in using IT, maps 

and statistics. 

 

Topics will include: - 

 The business of travel and tourism – evaluate travel adverts, role play dealing with complaints, 

identify good customer service 

 Tourist destinations – find out why tourists come to Scotland, compare Scotland as a holiday 

destination with a country of your choice 

 Local investigation – investigate the impact of tourism on Edinburgh, carry out a study of the 

High Street 

 The impact of tourism – compare the positive and negative effects of tourism, find out about green 

tourism and ecotourism. 

 

What are the opportunities for progress? 

 

Travel and Tourism provides progression routes through the new qualifications National 4 and National 5 

in Geography, Economics or Business. 

 

Travel and Tourism leads directly to careers in: 

 

Advertising    Customer service  Event management 

Holiday representatives Hotel management   Hotel reception  

Marketing    Travel consultancy  Travel writing 

Tourist information  Tourist boards   Tour guides 

 

 


